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workshop: cvp touch screen

When Richard met up with a friend for coffee he was inspired to take another look at
audio recording with the CVP Clavinova.  

As  the  long  busy  Winter  turns  in  to  Spring,  II  was
minddedd  that  it’’s  quite  a  while  since  II  promisedd  to  look
at  recordding  your  own  Auddio  track  on  CVPP.    The
opportunity  arose  recently  when  my  talentedd  friendd
RRáichéal  emailedd  me.    She  wouldd  be  in  EEddinburgh  for  a
few  ddays,  andd  couldd  we  meet  up  for  a  coffee  andd  craic?
NNow,  II’’m  never  one  to  miss  an  opportunity  to  combine
fun  andd  music,  so  we  agreedd  to  meet  up  at  the  store.
The  NNespresso  machine  was  firedd  up,  andd  so was  the
Clavinova…

The  Return  Of  The  Voice

Ráichéal has a really lyrical singing voice.  It’s very
pure, and gorgeously Celtic.  A voice like that doesn’t
need a huge amount of accompaniment.  In fact some
old Gaeilge songs such as Fil, Fil a Rún Ò are best
when sung completely unaccompanied.  (As a great
example, check out the fabulous Cara Dillon’s version
of Fil, Fil a Rún Ò on YouTube.)  Being an accompanist
is all about contributing and enhancing the singer, NOT
being in the limelight.  Remember that you’re the
spices in the curry, not the meat and rice.

Capturing  The  Voice

Recording a singer is a relatively straightforward process
on Clavinova, if you follow a few sensible guidelines.
Firstly, choose a good-quality microphone.  Ráichéal’s
weapon of choice on stage is the AKG D5S.  It’s a good
choice for Clavinova, too.  It has a “supercardioid” polar
pattern, which means that it only picks up a signal from
the centre of the microphone. This cuts down the
potential for feedback from the Clavinova speakers when
using it close to the instrument.

For the purposes of this recording, I ONLY want to
capture Ráichéal’s voice.  Remember that during an
Audio recording, EVERYTHING is taken.  So, if you

wish to do a piano/vocal recording, just play along with
your singer.  The Audio recording will capture the voice
and the piano.  In my case, I just want to record
Ráichéal’s voice.  This is so that I can play along with
the recording later.  That means that I can accompany
her even when I’m in Edinburgh, and she’s back home
in Donegal. 

Along with a good-quality microphone, you’ll need a
USB stick.  Pop this into the socket on the front panel
of the CVP.  Your Clavinova records Audio as a WAV
file.  WAV files are a broadcast-quality format, basically
the same as a CD track.  You’ll not need a
monstrously-sized USB stick to record Audio on your
Clavinova.  As a very rough rule-of-thumb, 1GB will
give you around 75 minutes of Audio recording.  So a
4GB stick is good for around 5 hours!

Underneath  A  Clavinova  –  Again…

There have been a few incidents over the years where
I’ve found myself underneath a Clavinova.  Building
CVP’s generally involves a fair amount of wriggling
around on the floor.  I’ve ended up sheltering under
one during a particularly bizarre “Disaster Drill” in
Japan.  And the late bar at the Yamaha Club
weekend’s former home at Alvaston Hall was no
stranger to finishing the evening in less than a state of
temperance.  I mention all this because I seem to
spend half my working time in the Edinburgh store
furtling underneath Clavinovas.  Either that, or I’m just
getting old and need more time to get back up again…

Anyway, you’ll need to get under your CVP to plug in
the microphone, as the socket is located on the same
interface as the headphone outputs, beneath the bass
end of the keyboard. 
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Plug your microphone into the socket, and adjust the
volume to halfway.  We’ll need to adjust that level later,
but halfway is good for now.  Whilst you’re underneath
the instrument, make sure that the mic/line switch is
pushed to the left to set it to MIC.  That’s us finished
grovelling around on the floor.  So pop the kettle on,
and we’ll get on with setting up the recording.

Onwards  And  Upwards

Now that we’re perched back in an upright manner in
front of our Clavinova, let’s make a little tweak to the
MIC input. From the home screen, tap MENU (fig.2).

Then tap Mic Setting (fig.3).

The following screen looks a bit scary, but it’s all rather
logical.  The 3 Band EQ is basically Bass, Mid & Treble.
Ráichéal’s voice is pure and light, so it doesn’t need a

lot of tweaking. I’m going to add a little Bass, and
reduce the Treble by a notch.  Tap the marked controls,
and turn the dial on the panel to adjust (fig.4).

Let’s save that setting for future reference.  Tap the
Save icon at the top-right of the screen (fig.5). 

Then tap SAVE HERE (fig.6).

Tap and hold DELETE to clear the default name, and
type in your preferred new name (fig.7a). 

Fig.1: Plug the microphone into the socket under the keyboard.

Fig.2: Tap the MENU icon in the Clavinova’s Home screen.

Fig.3: Tap Mic Setting.

Fig.4: Tap the circled controls and turn the dial on the panel to adjust.

Fig.5: Tap the Save icon (circled) at the top of the screen 

Fig.6: Then tap Save here (circled).
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Then tap OK to save.

Your microphone settings will reappear with your
chosen name (fig.8).

So, on with the recording.  Take a look at the near-right
side of the control panel.  Press the button marked
REC (fig.9).

This will open the recording page on your CVP touch
screen.  Tap NEW AUDIO, followed by REC START
(fig.10).

Now it’s Ráichéal’s turn.  You’ll need absolute silence,
as every background noise will be picked up by the
microphone.  (This will be a time when the phone
rings, something falls over, you’ll sneeze, etc, etc…)
Press STOP when the song is over.

You’ll now see the song appear towards the right side
of the HOME screen.  Tap the song area (fig.11).

Tap FILE to rename the song (fig 12).

Tap the pencil icon, then rename in the normal manner
(fig.13).

When playing the song back, you may find that the
balance between it and your piano playing is incorrect.

Fig.7a/7b: DELETE to clear the default name, and type in your
preferred new name - then tap OK

Fig.8: Your microphone settings will reappear with your chosen name.

Fig.9: Press the button marked REC

Fig.11: When the song appears to the right of the Home screen tap
the Song Area.  

Fig.12: Tap FILE (circled) to rename the song.  

Fig.13: Tap the pencil icon, then rename in the normal manner.

workshop: cvp touch screen
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To resolve this problem, tap BALANCE in the HOME
screen (fig.14).

Then adjust the SONG balance to taste, tap HOME,
and enjoy your performance (fig.15).

Fig.14: Tap Balance in the Home screen.

Here’s To  The  Next  Time

Next time we’ll take a look at making a rhythmical Audio file to play along with. 

Have fun with your playing, and we’ll chat soon. 

Fig.15: Adjust the SONG balance to taste.


